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The Dino Zoli textile’s presence in the
recreational vehicles field is now well-
established and worthily supports the

company’s activity in the furnishing sector. The
product range includes over 1000 items: Dino
Zoli Textile supplies fabrics to motorhome
manufacturers, which are aimed at the living
area’s sofas and the armchairs, but takes care
of curtains and wall panels implementation as
well. 'The design of all our products always
starts with a careful materials scouting -
explains Monica Zoli, the company founder’s
daughter - and with an equally careful selec-
tion. Textile fibers are painstakinlgy selected
for their technical performance and are used
in the most appropriate structures and frames,

creating weaves that enhance their natural
characteristics both from the aesthetic and
wear-resistance point of view. Even colors are
chosen with the utmost care in order to achie-
ve elegant and bright full tones, suited to
decorate with style the environment where
they are used, be it the home living room or
motorhome’s dinette. Besides the aesthetic
aspect, we also take care of the pleasant feel
that the fabric can give to the touch. The items
are designed in such a way as to create the
right mix of elegance, practicality and robu-
stness that, perfectly combining, turn out to
be the added value of each creation.". The
items development centre, which is the heart
of the company, is headed by Eng.

Marco Zoli, the Dino Zoli’s
son. A particularly signifi-
cant example for the
recreational vechicles on-board application is
the fabrics collection made with a special poly-
propylene thread (Olyna), the Green
Collection. These very versatile fabrics are sui-
table for indoor and outdoor furniture, dome-
stic use and for hospitals and boats furnishing:
completely non-toxic (in full compliance with
European and American legislations) and anti-
bacterial, chlorine, fungi - as well as sunlight
and moisture resistant, it is not damaged by
food and sweat stains. Warm as wool and
breathable, it is an exceptionally lightweight
fiber, the only floating one. Due to these cha-
racteristics, the Green Collection fabrics are
suitable for children’s sensitive and delicate
skin from 0 to 6 months (they offer protection
from dermatitis and allergic skin reactions).
Long term wash-resistant, they only require a
30° cycle and a small amount of detergent
while they do not need ironing and dry in 5
minutes. A genuine eco-friendly fabric, then,
that requires a very low energy washing cycle
and is 100% recyclable. For the motorhome
industry, Dino Zoli Textile has included also
several types of ecoleather in its product cata-
logue, in order to combine aestehetics with
material’s strength. Warehouse is one of the
company’s strengths as it is well-stocked and
always available to the customer. For motor-
homes manufacturers, who are no longer
ready to invest in large inventories and whose
production is made to order, it is crucial to
have a reliable supplier who can quickly adapt
his own stocks to any customer’s requests,
both for small and large quantities. "Long
before joining the recreational vehicles indu-
stry - explains Monica Zoli - we have organized
a permanenlty well-stocked warehouse, which
involves a proven structure and a sound finan-
cial coverage. Being able to order minimum
quantities like a 50 meters rolls, our customers
are guaranteed to receive the ordered goods
in a short time, even in a few days. I have to
say that this policy has been successful as it is
fully appreciated by our customers". 
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Petit
A sophisticated textile structure combines in a uni-
que fashion with high performance techniques. A spe-
cial treatment allows the liquid stains to easily slide off
the fabric and the dry ones to be removed simply with
soap and water. Petit features a wide range of colors
with elegant nuances that make it suitable to harmo-
niously enhance the environments design

Pepper
An evoluted stain-resistant fabric. Even in this case, the
treatment allows to remove dry stains with water and
soap, while the liquid ones easily slide off the fabric.
Thanks to its structure, Pepper is extremely strong while
being soft and silky to the touch. This fabric comes with
a wide color range ranging from classic to modern

Ritz
An evoluted stain-resistant fabric, very strong but velve-
ty to the touch. Dry stains can be removed with soap
and water, while the liquid ones easily slide off the
fabric.  Ritz colors are characterized by a natural chiaro-
scuro, which gives the fabric a peculiar three-dimensio-
nal appearance making it unique.

Stain resistant fabrics

Words Andrea Cattaneo

Research and innovation, but also impeccable service resulting from the absolute complian-
ce with contract delivery times: this is the line Dino Zoli Textile  is rapidly advancing on. 

High-quality, eco friendly
and ready for delivery fabrics
High-quality, eco friendly
and ready for delivery fabrics

Monica Zoli - Sales manager
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